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The Financial Stability Board (FSB) is seeking comments on its consultative document on “Supplementary Guidance to the FSB Principles and Standards on Sound Compensation Practices.”

Since the publication of the FSB Principles and Standards on Sound Compensation Practices (P&S) in 2009,1 supervisors and firms have directed significant attention to improving compensation and related risk adjustment practices.

The P&S note that compensation should be adjusted for all types of risk. They emphasise that subdued or negative financial performance of the firm should generally lead to a considerable contraction of the firm’s total variable compensation, taking into account both current compensation and reductions in payouts of amounts previously awarded, including through malus or clawback arrangements, thus allowing for linkage of compensation and conduct. Although the P&S do not specifically address the issue of misconduct or provide guidance on the operation of compensation tools in the event of misconduct, the role of compensation as an important influence on incentives is clearly recognised.

Costs may be imposed on firms and their customers not only by inappropriate risk-taking but also by misconduct that can result in harm to institutions and customers, and impair trust in the financial system more generally. Compensation tools, along with other measures, can play an important role in addressing misconduct risk by providing both ex ante incentives for good conduct and ex post adjustment mechanisms that ensure appropriate accountability when misconduct occurs.

The FSB, in collaboration with standard-setting bodies, has prepared guidance to supplement the P&S in the form of recommendations on better practice that specifically address the link between compensation and conduct. The Supplementary Guidance should be read in conjunction with the P&S.

The recommendations address:

(i) the full range of responsibility, from senior management to the front line, for conduct issues arising from firm culture and commitment to ethical conduct;

(ii) the integration of non-financial considerations relating to conduct in a balanced approach to performance assessment and compensation;

(iii) the alignment of compensation incentives to the longer time frame misconduct risk may take to materialise;

---

(iv) the use of transparent, consistent and fair compensation policies and procedures that establish clear expectations and accountability for conduct; and

(v) The recommendations also frame supervisory expectations that supervisors should, within the scope of their authority, monitor and assess the effectiveness of firms’ compensation policies and procedures in managing misconduct risk.

The FSB invites comments on the consultative document and the following specific questions:

1. Should the Guidance be more specific with regard to the respective roles of the board or that of senior managers with regard to compensation and misconduct?

2. The Guidance suggests that qualitative, non-financial assessments should have a direct impact on compensation and that they are important in determining how to align compensation with risk. Would additional guidance be helpful? Please provide data if your firm uses such provisions including the types of metrics used, and a discussion of any challenges you face in their use.

3. The Guidance identifies three tools most commonly used to address misconduct: in-year adjustment (adjustment to the current year’s variable compensation before it is awarded); malus (reduction of deferred compensation before it has vested or fully transferred); and clawback, which permits recovery of variable compensation that has already been paid and vested. Given the particular characteristics of misconduct risk, do you believe that all three tools need to be available to a firm to establish appropriate incentives to deter misconduct?

4. The Guidance suggests minimum scenarios where adjustment of compensation should occur. Are there additional circumstances in which adjustments to compensation should be expected? What are the advantages and disadvantages of suggesting such minimum conditions? In particular, is there evidence from past use of such tools that might be instructive in how to formulate such scenarios?

5. How much variable compensation should be placed at risk of adjustment in order to effectively impact incentives for excessive risk-taking or other inappropriate conduct?

6. Does the Guidance adequately cover compensation incentives that may be relevant to addressing misconduct risk in all sectors of the financial industry? Are there additional specific provisions that should be considered to better address misconduct risks in particular financial sectors? Are there specific provisions in the guidance that may not be relevant to a particular financial sector?

Responses to this consultative document should be sent to fsb@fsb.org by 30 August 2017. Responses will be published on the FSB’s website unless respondents expressly request otherwise.
Supplementary guidance to the FSB Principles and Standards on Sound Compensation Practices

Background

The FSB Principles and Standards (P&S), which apply to significant financial institutions, were published in 2009, in the aftermath of the global financial crisis and at a time when there was more limited regulation of compensation. Since the issuance of the P&S, many supervisors and firms have directed considerable attention to improving compensation and related risk adjustment practices. There has been greater consideration of the impact compensation and related performance management mechanisms can have on risk-taking and the long-term health of financial institutions.

The P&S note that compensation generally should be adjusted for all types of risk. Costs may be imposed on firms and their customers not only by inappropriate risk-taking but also by improper conduct that can result in harm to financial institutions and their customers, and impair trust in the financial system more generally.

Recent events have raised broad prudential concerns about effective governance, risk management and controls and their application to incentive-based compensation practices, particularly in the area of misconduct. The risks posed by such events have focused the attention of many supervisors and financial institutions more intensively on the need to develop robust frameworks for identifying, preventing and remedying misconduct. Serious failures have resulted in large fines and have undermined trust in financial institutions and markets more generally. As a result, many supervisors are increasingly focused on the need to strengthen relevant policies and supervisory expectations, with a particular focus on significant financial institutions. Compensation and related performance management mechanisms help signal the importance that financial institutions place on prudent management of risk and acceptable standards of behaviour, including compliance with related laws, regulations and supervisory expectations. Compensation tools, along with other measures, can play an important role in addressing misconduct risk by providing both ex ante incentives for good conduct and ex post adjustment mechanisms that ensure appropriate accountability.

To ensure such accountability, firms should have tools available to consider using when misconduct occurs. Consistent with a jurisdiction’s applicable law and regulation, these tools

---

2 The FSB Principles on Sound Compensation Practices note that “The FSF Principles for Sound Compensation Practices are intended to apply to significant financial institutions, but they are especially critical for large, systemically important firms”. “Significant financial institutions” are those that competent authorities consider significant for the purposes of the P&S.

3 The P&S use the term “financial institutions” and “firms” interchangeably. Both terms are used in this guidance interchangeably and they should be understood, as the context may require, as referring to different types of institutions or firms in the broad financial sector.

4 The P&S in particular specify that “Compensation must be adjusted for all types of risk. [...] Risk adjustments should account for all types of risk, including difficult-to-measure risks such as liquidity risk, reputation risk and cost of capital”. (Principle 4).
should include in-year adjustment and malus or clawback for all variable compensation. Risk management failures and misconduct can often take years to come to light. However, performance adjustment could still be applied to the extent that the relevant individuals have variable compensation at risk. The duration of the look-back period during which such events may be identified will be a function of firm policies and procedures consistent with applicable national laws and regulations.

While the P&S refer to reputational and operational risk, misconduct risk is not specifically mentioned. However, the FSB has addressed misconduct risk issues as part of its guidance on risk appetite frameworks and risk culture. Both of these include broad references to compensation incentives.

In 2016, the FSB agreed to develop guidance on better practice regarding the application of the P&S to misconduct risk. The supplementary guidance is designed to apply to significant financial institutions. FSB members should apply the guidance on better practice in a manner consistent with each jurisdiction’s applicable law and regulation.

The pillar of the proposed guidance is the effective use of compensation tools based on strong governance and management of misconduct risk through compensation practices, including robust performance management practices. Competent authorities should take into account the specificities of the financial sectors within their respective mandates. The guidance is structured in three parts:

1. Governance of compensation and misconduct risk.
2. Effective alignment of compensation with misconduct risk.
3. Supervision of compensation and misconduct risk.

The proposed supplementary guidance and the accompanying explanatory text are drafted for consideration in addressing misconduct risk, with relevant Principles and Standards noted.
Supplementary Guidance to the FSB P&S on increasing the effectiveness of compensation tools in addressing misconduct risk

This guidance does not establish additional principles or standards beyond those already set out in the FSB Principles and Standards for Sound Compensation Practices published in 2009 (P&S). The FSB has developed this supplementary guidance in the form of recommendations on better practices at financial institutions considered significant for the purposes of the P&S (“significant financial institutions”).

1. The board should oversee and senior management should ensure that the firm has in place a compensation system designed to promote ethical behaviour and compliance with laws, regulations, and internal conduct standards.

2. Sound governance, robust risk management frameworks and adequate involvement by control functions in compensation design and decision-making are critical to the effectiveness of compensation incentives in addressing misconduct risk.

3. The responsibility for ensuring accountability for misconduct lies first with the board of directors. Boards are accountable for overseeing that firms’ compensation systems promote prudent risk-taking behaviours and business practices and should hold senior management accountable for implementing and participating in the design of a compensation system that effectively identifies, prevents and remediates any unacceptable behaviour through the use of compensation tools and other mechanisms.

4. Senior management should hold line of business management accountable for communicating, implementing and meeting expectations regarding acceptable behaviours and business practices and clearly explaining the impact on compensation when adverse outcomes or misconduct occur.

5. Compensation should be adjusted for all types of risk, both financial and non-financial, including misconduct or behaviour that can result in harm to both firms and their customers. The processes for managing misconduct risk should include, at a minimum, ex ante processes that embed non-financial assessment criteria such as the quality of risk management, degree of compliance with laws and regulations and broader conduct objectives, into individual performance management and compensation plans at all levels of the organisation as part of the broader governance and risk management framework. Such processes should be supported by ongoing

---

5 The FSB recognises that there are significant differences in the legislative and regulatory frameworks across jurisdictions regarding the use of terms and concepts of “board”, “senior managers”, “control functions” which may limit or further guide the relevance of certain principles or provisions therein. For instance, financial institutions may be organised as partnerships or other forms of business association, in which supervisory and management functions are exercised through structures other than “boards.” Each jurisdiction should apply the provisions in a manner consistent with local frameworks. The guidance is intended to cover both the supervisory function and the management function, as appropriate.
programmes including formal training courses that reinforce appropriate standards of behaviour.

6. To effectively accommodate the potentially longer-term nature of misconduct risk, compensation systems should provide for mechanisms to adjust variable compensation, including, for instance, through in-year adjustment, and malus or clawback arrangements, which can reduce the variable compensation after it is awarded or paid.6

7. Compensation policies and procedures are an important control on misconduct. To ensure consistency, fairness and transparency in the application of compensation adjustment, it is important that effective policies and procedures be in place to decide cases that could result in reductions to variable compensation, based on clear specification, ex ante, of the misconduct triggers or other mechanisms that may result in such reduction.

8. Supervisors should, within the scope of their authority, monitor and assess the effectiveness of firms’ compensation policies and procedures, including the application of compensation tools in addressing misconduct and related misconduct outcomes. National regulations and/or guidance should set out clear expectations on the use of compensation tools in addressing misconduct and the criteria for their application.

1. Governance of compensation and misconduct risk

Supplementary guidance to the FSB Principles and Standards

1. The board should oversee and senior management7 should ensure that the firm has in place a compensation system designed to promote ethical behaviour and compliance with laws, regulations, and internal conduct standards.

2. Sound governance, robust risk management frameworks and adequate involvement by control functions in compensation design and decision-making are critical to the effectiveness of compensation incentives in addressing misconduct risk.

---

6 Tools commonly used to address misconduct include:
- In-year adjustment (“ex ante” adjustment): this is the downward adjustment of an anticipated annual variable compensation award to reflect the impact of a negative event or behaviour, i.e. (dealing immediately with an issue which has arisen through adjustment to the current year’s variable compensation). In some jurisdictions this mechanism may be referred to as an “ex ante” adjustment, i.e., an adjustment before the time at which an award would otherwise be granted.
- Malus: this permits the institution to reduce the value of all or part of deferred compensation based on ex post risk adjustment before it has vested.
- Clawback: this is a process under which the employee has to return ownership of an amount of variable compensation paid in the past or which has already vested to the institution under certain conditions.

7 The FSB recognises that there are significant differences in the legislative and regulatory frameworks across jurisdictions regarding the use of terms and concepts of “board”, “senior managers”, “control functions” which may limit or further guide the relevance of certain principles or provisions therein. For instance, financial institutions may be organised as partnerships or other forms of business association, in which supervisory and management functions are exercised through structures other than “boards”. Each jurisdiction should apply the provisions in a manner consistent with local frameworks. The guidance is intended to cover both the supervisory function and the management function, as appropriate.
3. The responsibility for ensuring accountability for misconduct lies first with the board of directors. Boards are accountable for overseeing that firms’ compensation systems promote prudent risk-taking behaviours and business practices and should hold senior management accountable for implementing and participating in the design of a compensation system that effectively identifies, prevents and remediates any unacceptable behaviour through the use of compensation tools and other mechanisms.

4. Senior management should hold line of business management accountable for communicating, implementing and meeting expectations regarding acceptable behaviours and business practices and clearly explaining the impact on compensation when adverse outcomes or misconduct occur.

- The board and senior management should define misconduct risk based on the firm’s characteristics and business and in a way that promotes adherence to legal, professional and ethical standards.

- Risk appetite statements should reflect clear and well-understood values and conduct standards that are tailored and cascaded to individual business units and taken into account when assessing performance and promotion potential.

- Each employee should be held accountable for ensuring that his or her own conduct is consistent with these standards.

- The effective management of misconduct risk should fall within the responsibilities of boards and senior management. The responsibility for ensuring accountability should lie primarily with the board of directors, who should oversee and hold senior management accountable for implementing and participating in the design of compensation programmes that effectively identify, monitor, prevent and remediate misconduct.

- Boards of directors should actively engage with senior management, including challenging senior management’s compensation assessments and recommendations if warranted when misconduct occurs and ensure that new rules and policies are adopted, as necessary, to prevent it from happening again.

- The roles and responsibilities of the control functions (including risk management, compliance, and internal audit) with respect to assisting in the design of appropriate compensation policies, the development of risk and conduct related performance metrics, and the identification, monitoring and reporting of misconduct should be clearly identified in the institution’s policies and procedures.

- Control functions and business lines should be held accountable for identifying, monitoring and reporting on relevant indicators of misconduct risk, as well as for escalating identified deficiencies or other important matters in an appropriate and timely fashion, in such a way as to allow inclusion of relevant feedback and changes in the performance assessment process if need be.

- Senior and middle management also should have important roles to play in promoting, developing and communicating conduct expectations and clearly linking compensation and
conduct standards, including as part of the performance assessment process throughout each employee’s tenure with the firm. Specifically, the expectation that compensation tools will be used to ensure that there will be consequences for misconduct should be consistently and clearly communicated to all employees.

2. Effective alignment of compensation with misconduct risk

Supplementary guidance to the FSB Principle and Standards

| 5. | Compensation should be adjusted for all types of risk, both financial and non-financial, including misconduct or behaviour that can result in harm to both firms and their customers. The processes for managing misconduct risk should include, at a minimum, ex ante processes that embed non-financial assessment criteria such as the quality of risk management, degree of compliance with laws and regulations and broader conduct objectives, into individual performance management and compensation plans at all levels of the organisation as part of the broader governance and risk management framework. Such processes should be supported by ongoing programmes including formal training courses that reinforce appropriate standards of behaviour. |

2.1 Consideration of misconduct risk and performance

- Appropriately weighted non-financial measures of performance help signal to employees the importance that management places on appropriate conduct. This should reduce the potential for conflicting signals that may occur when short-term financial drivers of measures of performance (such as revenue or profit) compete with non-financial measures (such as assessments of the employee’s effectiveness in managing risk, the individual’s compliance with laws and regulations, or assessments against other conduct-related performance standards) intended to support the long-term health of significant financial institutions.

- Well-structured incentive schemes should include the use of qualitative and/or quantitative assessments of an employee’s conduct. Specific criteria should vary depending on the underlying nature of activities. Conduct goals and performance targets should work together as a part of employees’ incentive compensation plans to drive good behaviour and address potential conflicts of interest.

- To be effective, compensation adjustments for misconduct should be considered within the context of performance management systems that take into account the full range of financial and non-financial incentives over the life cycle of employment (e.g. as part of hiring, performance review, promotion, succession planning and talent development strategies).

- Sound performance management practices should include consideration of conduct both when setting performance objectives and when measuring actual performance against those objectives.
• Performance assessments and compensation outcomes should consider the full spectrum of risks, including those associated with revenue producing activities and those stemming from conduct that may not be consistent with laws, the broader regulatory framework, internal policies and procedures or the firm’s risk management framework.

• Performance assessments of senior and mid-level management should also include assessments of their oversight responsibilities for mitigating misconduct risk.

• Adequate amounts of compensation should be placed at risk of reduction, to help alignment of compensation outcomes with adverse outcomes and/or risks that may manifest only with time.

• Adjustment should occur at least (i) in cases of misconduct that have led to significant loss to the institution, its customers or counterparties; or (ii) where there is fraud, gross negligence or material failure of risk management controls, including serious breach of internal rules or regulation, regardless of the scale of the damage.

2.2 Aligning compensation and misconduct risk

Supplementary guidance to the FSB Principles and Standards

6. To effectively accommodate the potentially longer-term nature of misconduct risk, compensation systems should provide for mechanisms to adjust variable compensation, including, for instance, through in-year adjustment, and malus or clawback arrangements, which can reduce the variable compensation after it is awarded or paid.8

7. Compensation policies and procedures are an important control on misconduct. To ensure consistency, fairness and transparency in the application of compensation adjustment, it is important that effective policies and procedures be in place to decide cases that could result in reductions to variable compensation, based on clear specification, ex ante, of the misconduct triggers or other mechanisms that may result in such reduction.

2.2.1 Scope of performance adjustment

• Performance adjustment should allow firms to adjust compensation to take account of risks that have subsequently crystallised, including instances of employee misconduct or material error; material downturn in performance; or a material failure of risk management.

---

8 Tools commonly used to address misconduct include:

• In-year adjustment (“ex ante” adjustment): this is the downward adjustment of an anticipated annual variable compensation award to reflect the impact of a negative event or behaviour, i.e. (dealing immediately with an issue which has arisen through adjustment to the current year’s variable compensation). In some jurisdictions this mechanism may be referred to as an “ex ante” adjustment, i.e., an adjustment before the time at which an award would otherwise be granted.

• Malus: this permits the institution to reduce the value of all or part of deferred compensation based on ex post risk adjustment before it has vested.

• Clawback: this is a process under which the employee has to return ownership of an amount of variable compensation paid in the past or which has already vested to the institution under certain conditions.
• Responsibility for misconduct may not necessarily be limited to those most directly involved. The use of performance adjustment may extend beyond those directly responsible for misconduct, e.g. where there has been a material failure of risk management for misconduct. Specifically, performance adjustment should be considered for the heads of internal control functions and for those employees in control or direct line of business functions who by virtue of their role could be considered responsible or accountable for the failure or for the weakness in the control framework relevant in the employee misconduct.

• Where consistent with the local legislative or regulatory framework, firms may wish to consider the application of performance adjustment to those senior employees or members of the governing body who, while not directly responsible were either aware, or could have been reasonably expected to be aware due to their seniority or role in the firm, of the failure or misconduct at the time, but failed to take adequate steps to promptly address it.

2.2.2 Policies and procedures for performance adjustment

Policies

• Performance adjustment policies should set out indicative criteria and scenarios that could trigger the use of performance adjustment for compensation purposes, including examples of circumstances in which an employee’s variable compensation may be adjusted down to zero (independent of achieving good financial performance).

• Such scenarios should include cases in which: (i) the individual was accountable for misconduct that led to significant losses for the institution or significant adverse outcomes for its customers or counterparties; or (ii) there is fraud, gross negligence or material failure of risk management controls, including serious breach of internal rules or regulations, regardless of the scale of the damage.

• Performance adjustment policies should provide for firms to take into account the following factors for those under review when determining accountability for adverse risk events: culpability or proximity to the misconduct, rank and role, intent or motivation (e.g. personal gain, malice, fraud, ignorance, lack of training), negligence or recklessness in exercise of duties, level of participation in and responsibility for the events under review, history of misconduct, actions that were taken or could have been take to prevent the misconduct from occurring, and the root cause of the events triggering review.

• When deciding the amounts of compensation to be adjusted, performance adjustment policies should provide for firms to take into account all relevant indicators of the severity of impact, which may include the cost of fines and regulatory actions, direct and indirect financial losses and/or the impact on profitability attributable to the relevant failure, any reputational damage, the impact of such events on customers, and costs to redress the events under review.

• Where compensation adjustments are made before the full impact of the risk management failures or misconduct is known, appropriate subsequent adjustments should be made to ensure that the final adjustment fully reflects the impact of the incident or misconduct. The duration of the look-back period during which such events may be identified will be a
function of both national laws and regulations and policies and procedures consistent with them.\(^9\)

- Performance adjustment policies should provide that the granting and vesting of all awards made to individuals undergoing internal or external investigation may be frozen until the investigation has concluded and the firm has made a decision and communicated it to the relevant employee(s).

**Procedures**

Performance adjustment should be governed by clear procedures that:

- Indicate the processes for reporting, escalating and deciding cases that may trigger the use of performance adjustment for misconduct and who should play a role in such processes;
- Ensure that control functions are appropriately involved in the processes, except for those persons who may also fall within the scope of the investigation;
- Set out clear processes to determine responsibility or accountability, including ensuring that individuals under investigation are able to make representations;
- Make clear the role of discretion in such processes, who is authorised to use such discretion and how such discretion would be appropriately bound by supporting governance and risk management processes;
- Require adequate documentation of final decisions; and
- Ensure transparency by providing for clearly communicating in writing to all affected individuals the value of performance adjustments made to variable compensation and the reasons for such adjustments.

3. **Supervision of compensation and misconduct risk**

**Supplementary guidance to the FSB Principles and Standards**

8. Supervisors should, within the scope of their authority, monitor and assess the effectiveness of firms’ compensation policies and procedures, including the application of compensation tools in addressing misconduct and related misconduct outcomes. National regulations and/or guidance should set out clear expectations on the use of compensation tools in addressing misconduct and the criteria for their application.

Supervisors should, with due regard to supervisory authority, proportionality, and risk-based analysis:

- Analyse the use of compensation tools in mitigating misconduct risk, as part of overall assessments of compensation, corporate governance, risk culture or wider risk management practices;

\(^9\)Given that often the full impact or details of events take some time to come to light, it is reasonable that firms should have the ability to make subsequent additional adjustments, where appropriate, to variable compensation for the applicable period. It is therefore important to ensure alignment between the length of the time period over which the impact of misconduct is likely to materialise and the length of the period over which variable compensation remains at risk in accordance with applicable provisions on periods of limitation.
• Review regular reports from firms on the use of compensation and related performance management tools to reduce misconduct risk;

• Consider the firm’s use of non-financial assessments of performance, including whether the firm’s policies provide for effective management of misconduct risk; and

• Require firms to address and remedy material weaknesses identified through the broader compensation and performance management system.

• Take into account in supervisory assessments:
  o A firm’s overall approach to governance, including the role of the board in overseeing misconduct risk management as well as appropriate linkage to the firm’s wider risk management framework and risk appetite;
  o Whether compensation schemes include ex ante criteria of non-financial risks such as assessments of performance against conduct, and related compliance and risk management standards;
  o Whether performance management systems and communication to staff sufficiently reflect firms’ expectations in respect of misconduct and its influence on staff’s compensation;
  o The effectiveness of compensation tools in aligning compensation paid and awarded with misconduct risk and related adverse outcomes; and
  o Disclosures that make clear the manner in which misconduct risk is managed, including through the use of compensation system and tools.
ANNEX

FSB Principles and Standards relevant for the purposes of the Supplementary Guidance

Principle 1.  The firm’s board of directors must actively oversee the compensation system’s design and operation. The compensation system should not be primarily controlled by the chief executive officer and management team. Relevant board members and employees must have independence and expertise in risk management and compensation.

Principle 2.  The firm’s board of directors must monitor and review the compensation system to ensure the system operates as intended. The compensation system should include controls. The practical operation of the system should be regularly reviewed for compliance with design policies and procedures. Compensation outcomes, risk measurements, and risk outcomes should be regularly reviewed for consistency with intentions.

Standard 1. [the Board, through the Remuneration Committee, should] work closely with the firm’s risk committee in the evaluation of the incentives created by the compensation system;

Principle 4.  Compensation must be adjusted for all types of risk. Two employees who generate the same short-run profit but take different amounts of risk on behalf of their firm should not be treated the same by the compensation system. In general, both quantitative measures and human judgment should play a role in determining risk adjustments. Risk adjustments should account for all types of risk, including difficult-to-measure risks such as liquidity risk, reputation risk and cost of capital.

Standard 4.  For significant financial institutions, the size of the variable compensation pool and its allocation within the firm should take into account the full range of current and potential risks, and in particular:
- the cost and quantity of capital required to support the risks taken;
- the cost and quantity of the liquidity risk assumed in the conduct of business;
- consistency with the timing and likelihood of potential future revenues incorporated into current earnings.

Principle 5.  Compensation outcomes must be symmetric with risk outcomes. Compensation systems should link the size of the bonus pool to the overall performance of the firm. Employees’ incentive payments should be linked to the contribution of the individual and business to such performance. Bonuses should diminish or disappear in the event of poor firm, divisional or business unit performance.

Standard 5: Subdued or negative financial performance of the firm should generally lead to a considerable contraction of the firm’s total variable compensation, taking into account both current compensation and reductions in payouts of amounts previously earned, including through malus or clawback arrangements.

Principle 6.  Compensation payout schedules must be sensitive to the time horizon of risks. Profits and losses of different activities of a financial firm are realized over different periods of time. Variable compensation payments should be deferred accordingly. Payments should not be finalised over short periods where risks are realised over long periods. Management should
question payouts for income that cannot be realised or whose likelihood of realisation remains uncertain at the time of payout.

**Standard 6.** For senior executives as well as other employees whose actions have a material impact on the risk exposure of the firm:

a substantial proportion of compensation should be variable and paid on the basis of individual, business-unit and firm-wide measures that adequately measure performance;

**Standard 9.** The remaining portion of the deferred compensation can be paid as cash compensation vesting gradually. In the event of negative contributions of the firm and/or the relevant line of business in any year during the vesting period, any unvested portions are to be clawed back, subject to the realised performance of the firm and the business line

**Principle 8.** Supervisory review of compensation practices must be rigorous and sustained, and deficiencies must be addressed promptly with supervisory action. Supervisors should include compensation practices in their risk assessment of firms, and firms should work constructively with supervisors to ensure their practices conform with the Principles. Regulations and supervisory practices will naturally differ across jurisdictions and potentially among authorities within a country. Nevertheless, all supervisors should strive for effective review and intervention. National authorities, working through the FSF, will ensure even application across domestic financial institutions and jurisdictions.

**Principle 9.** Firms must disclose clear, comprehensive and timely information about their compensation practices to facilitate constructive engagement by all stakeholders. Stakeholders need to be able to evaluate the quality of support for the firm’s strategy and risk posture. Appropriate disclosure related to risk management and other control systems will enable a firm’s counterparties to make informed decisions about their business relations with the firm. Supervisors should have access to all information they need to evaluate the conformance of practice to the Principles.